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OMICS Group Journal of Nanomedicine &

Biotherapeutic Discovery to associate

with Nanoapp-2013 conference held

during 22-26 September, 2013 Slovenia.

HENDERSON, NV, USA, August 24, 2013

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Reputed Open

Access Online Publisher ‘OMICS Group

International’ is joining hands with the

‘Nanoapp-2013’, an international

conference on Nanoapplications to be

held during 22-26 September, 2013

Grand Hotel Bernardin, Portorož,

Slovenia. 

About the Association

OMICS group Journal of Nanomedicine

& Biotherapeutic Discovery has been

announced as an official publication

partner of Nanoapp-2013. The

collaboration extends an extensive

coverage of Nanoapp-2013 with a view

to circulate the information among

researchers to facilitate future findings.

It helps the journal to compete with

world leading journals in the field of

Nanomedicine.  Editorial Board

members of the journal appreciated the association of Nanoapp conference. 

Nanoapp-2013 is devoted to address the challenges that the modern material sciences like

nanomaterial production and research, properties of nanoparticles and nanosystems facing in

the wake of growing demand for its innovative applications. The conference is also focused on

the applications of nanoobjects and nanostructured matters in hi-tech industry, biology,

medicine, and chemistry.

About the Journal

OMICS Group is one of the leading Open Access publishers in the world that is determined to

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.omicsonline.org/
http://www.omicsonline.org/
http://www.omicsonline.org/jnbdhome.php
http://www.omicsonline.org/jnbdhome.php


make research information on science available freely for academic and research purposes that

intern paves way for further initiatives.

OMICS Group Journal of Nanomedicine & Biotherapeutic Discovery provides an overview of

basic, clinical and engineering research in the field of Nanomedicine and the related

Biotherapeutic Discovery. It is an Open Access journal that publishes most complete and reliable

source of information on the discoveries and current developments in the field as original

articles, review articles, case reports, short communications, etc. and making them freely

available  online without any restrictions or financial hassles to researchers worldwide.

About the Conference

Nanoapp 2013 brings together leading scientists, researchers, engineers, practitioners,

technology developers and policy makers in nanotechnology to exchange information on their

latest research progress, innovation and business opportunities. It's among the most important

events in terms of international regulatory policies and it's opened to the participation of private

companies. It's unique venue for companies to promote equipment and technology.

The conference covers all frontier topics in nanotechnology. The conference includes plenary

lectures and invited talks by eminent personalities from around the world in addition to

contributed papers both oral and poster presentations.

Nanoapp conference organizing committee is looking forward to welcoming you in Slovenia.

http://nanoapp.ios.si/

Keynote speakers of the conference:

Prof. Dr. David Avnir, Israel      

Prof. Dr. Jiří Homola, Czech Republic    

Prof. Dr. Dragan Mihailović, Slovenia    

Prof. Dr. Clément Sanchez, France

Prof. Dr. Joseph Wang, USA  

Prof. Dr. Stéphane Parola, France  

Prof. Dr. Kazuyuki Kuroda, Japan

Prof. Dr. Heinrich Hofmann, Switzerland

For more details contact us at

Gracia S Oliver

Journal of Nanomedicine & Biotherapeutic Discovery
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2360 Corporate Circle
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NV 89074-7722, USA
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E-mail: editor.jnbd@omicsonline.org, editor.jnbd@omicsonline.net,

editor.jnbd@omicsgroup.net
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